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Social network platforms are a major part of toady’s life. They are usually used for entertainment, news,
advertisements, and branding for businesses and individuals alike. However, use of automated accounts, also
known as bots, pollute this environment and avoid having a reliable clean online world. In this work, I address
the problem of detecting bots in online social networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Web 2.0 social networks has made bots rise increasingly on different new platforms. There are
different typologies of bots available including Webrobots, chatbots, spambots, sockpuppets and
trolls, cyborgs and hybrid accounts, and social bots [13]. Webrobots also known as crawlers and
scrapers were used to download and index websites. And, finally, they are a major part of search
engines [21] [22]. Chatbots are built to interact with humans directly through natural language
via text or speech. Spambots have been there even before the inception of the Internet on bulletin
boards like USENET. Spambots are computers or other networked devices compromised by malware
and controlled by a third party. Many of spambots working together to attack large networks
can perform Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. Sockpuppets are fake identities that
interact with ordinary users on social networks [4]. The name sockpuppet means manual control
over accounts, but it is also used to include automated bot accounts [2]. Trolls are sockpuppets
created for political goals, or coordinated by government proxies or interrelated actors. Cyborgs
are bot-assisted human or human-assisted bot. Hybrid accounts are people who willingly give
their real profiles to be automated for political purposes. So far, the exact difference between
social bots, cyborgs, and sockpuppets is not obvious owing to the background theories and level of
their automation [8]. Social bots exist in various platforms. In Wikipedia, bots help with editing
and vandalism detection. Twitter has an open Application Programming Interface (API) allowing
developers to deploy automation through third party applications and tools [6]. Some types of
social bots fabricate an identity and infiltrate real networks of users. These bots are called "sybils".
The name "sybil" is an information security term and is refered to an actor that controls multiple
false nodes within a network [3]. In this study, I investigate the problem of detecting social bots
through their structural basis (i.e. how they form) and their dynamic activities.
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As per my observation and knowledge, research on bots is new and immature. The first paper
on social bots was published in 2011, which was about automated accounts that infiltrated real
networks of users and spread malicious links or advertisements [3]. Bots can be found on different
platforms like Wikipedia and Twitter. The difference in the structure of existing platforms lead to
different functionalities and applications for bots. Wikipedia bots work as guardians and help in
editing and avoiding vandalism. Bots are known in Wikipedia by their names and they have policies
and rules [14]. Twitter bots are generally not distinguishable and, therefore, they are not easily
detectable. This can bring about challenges such as influence campaigns can leverage bots to spread
their thoughts and news and individuals will get deceived and may lose their valuable information.
One of the major subcategory of social bots are political bots [15]. Political bots were used for the
first time during the 2010 Massachusetts Special Election in the United States in which a small
network of automated accounts were used to create a campaign against one of the candidates [17].
Researchers found that social bots have also been used to distort the political mobilization in Syria
[1] [26] and Mexico [25]. Social bots can be used for beneficial purposes such as search engine
optimization as well [23].
3 RESEARCH PLAN
This work tries to address the challenge of detecting automated accounts known as social bots on
Twitter. The project will be divided into four steps.
First, I will examine whether the network ties between bots are social networks or information
network. We need to define the social network and an information network to answer this question.
In this respect, there are many definitions of a social network. However, here we characterize a social
network by having degree assortativity, small shortest path lengths, large connected components,
high clustering coefficients, and a high degree of reciprocity. We define an information network
as a structure in which the main goal is content dissemination, leading to/imposing large vertex
degrees, lack of reciprocity, and large two-hop neighborhoods. The importance of knowing the
structure of bots’ networks is that it clarifies how these networks arise and evolve. it is worthwhile
to know because bots are contributing in social media and knowing them more help us to identify,
classify, and understand their purposes more.
Second, I try to recognize the graphical attributes of bots’ activities, dynamics, and their network
formation models. Examining how they interact with each other and other individuals can help
detect them better. More importantly, I am investigating how they form their network ties and
study whether it is similar to real people. Understanding bots’ network models contribute to
understanding their ties and structures.
Third, I am interested in understanding how adhering to fraudulent laws can help with detecting
bots. In other words, knowing whether they follow the laws such as Benford’s Law is valuable in
that I understand their attributes better. According to Benford’s Law in normal activities on social
networks 30% of the time numbers begin with a one (1) and they are likely to happen six times more
than numbers beginning with a nine (9) [12]. This law has many applications in naturally-occurring
systems like natural sciences [24], stock market [9], validating survey data [16], and religions [19].
It is used as an auditing tool in digital forensics areas like financing [7], accounting [10]. I am
interested in finding out whether automated accounts follow naturally-occurring laws and show
the same pattern or they deviate and can be detectable through applying these laws.
Finally, I will investigate which social influence theories are applicable to social influence bots
networks. I will try to test these theories on social influence bots. This will help advancing the
theories in this realm.
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In order to accomplish the above steps, I will use benchmark datasets. I will try to use supervised
and unsupervised techniques and therefore, I use datasets with known bots and unknown bots. I
will use datasets in [20] and [11] for supervised learning and Twitter Election Integrity datasets1
for unsupervised part of the project. These robust datasets contain millions of tweets that are
promising in identifying and analysis social bots and their characteristics. I will also consider
creating an algorithm to detect bots and compare it with existing platforms like Debot [5], Botwalk
[18], BotOrNot [8], and Botometer.
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